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Description:

From Publishers Weekly America's leaders have gone from hubris to waking fantasy, according to
this caustic critique of the Bush administration's foreign policy. Kaplan (The Wizards of
Armageddon) argues that the Cold War's end and 9/11 persuaded President Bush and his advisers to
unilaterally impose America's political will on the world, while remaining blind to the military and
diplomatic fiascoes that followed. Rumsfeld's Revolution in Military Affairs, a doctrine touting
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supposedly omnipotent mobile forces and high-tech smart weapons, convinced Pentagon officials
that Iraq could be pacified without a large force or a reconstruction plan. Bush abandoned Clinton's
diplomatic rapprochement with North Korea, then stood by as Kim Jong-Il built nuclear weapons.
And imbued with a mix of neo-conservatism and evangelism that was peddled most flamboyantly by
Israeli ideologue Natan Sharansky, Bush backed clumsy pro democracy initiatives that backfired by
bringing anti-American and sectarian groups to power in the Middle East. Eschewing Kaplan's
favored approach of fostering international security through alliances and consensus building, Bush
assumed that by virtue of American power, saying something was tantamount to making it so. The
particulars of Kaplan's indictment aren't new, but his detailed, illuminating (if occasionally
disjointed) accounts of the evolution of the Bush administration's strategic doctrines add up to a
cogent brief for soft realism over truculent idealism. (Feb.)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Review "...Kaplan creates a well-rounded and in-depth explanation and expose of the forces tugging
at the President's attention...excellently written...Recommended." (Civilian-Reader2.Blogspot.com,
January 11th 2009)
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